
GHGR 2.3 - Asking Questions

Asking questions during reading can help you to comprehend 
information in a text more deeply.



2.3.1 - Mini-Lesson 
Homophones & Captions
• homophones - - words that sound alike but 

have different spellings 

• list as many pairs / groups of homophones as 
you and your partner can think of 

• Captions not only explain what is in a photo or 
illustration, but adds information that cannot 
be found elsewhere in the text.



GHGR 2.3.2 - Generating 
Questions to Anticipate Events or 

Information

• I can generate questions to predict future 
events or information. 

• I can cite evidence of answers as they 
emerge in the text.



• Good readers ask all sorts of "I wonder why?" 
questions. 

• When you pose questions to yourself, you 
remind yourself your job is to find those 
answers. 

• Asking & answering questions helps readers 
stay engaged / connected with the text.



























Questions Predictions & Answers

How did Laika survive? She didn't live long because 
of lack of air, but scientists 

learned from it.

Why did they send jellyfish,  
monkeys, etc... into space?

Different body types & 
body systems were tested.

How did the first man  
survive in space?

Oxygen, pressure, and  
other methods were needed 

to keep the human safe.

How long were the first  
manned spaceflights?

Gagarin - 108 min, 
Glenn - almost 1 day, 

Tereshkova - almost 3 days



Questions Predictions & Answers

Now with your partner read pp.39-43 "Flags", ask questions, 
make predictions and find the answers!



now here

why
why

why why



GHGR 2.3.3 - 
Questioning the Author

• I can generate questions for the author. 

• I can demonstrate how to uncover the author's intent. 

• ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• Readers should always be questioning the author. 

• Questioning the author helps good readers better 
understand the text and the author's purpose for 
writing it.



Purposes of Writing

• Persuade - change someone's opinion on a 
topic / or to do / not do something 

• Entertain - write something that is to be 
enjoyed by the reader(s) 

• Inform - share knowledge on a topic that the 
reader doesn't have already











Questions to the Author Possible Author Responses

Why did you include the 
info about Henry Ford?

It gives us some 
background info on car 

making.

Why did you include this 
part about the Australian 

trip?

I think it was included 
because it was about cars 

& travel & you need to learn 
from your mistakes.



Questions to the Author Possible Author Responses

Skim pp.39-43 of "Flags", think of questions to the author, and 
write possible responses from the author.



GHGR 2.3.4 - Asking Questions 
to Resolve Confusion

• I can generate questions as a way to monitor my 
comprehension. 

• I can resolve the confusion in the text. 

• ---------------------------------------------------------- 

• Even good readers sometimes are unsure about what 
they are reading. 

• A good strategy for clearing up confusion is to ask 
questions.

















Questions Solutions

Why is Dumont-Santos famous 
for flying around the Eiffel Tower 

when the Wright bros. 
flew an airplane 2 years earlier?

He flew a lighter than 
air vehicle, so it didn't 

really "count."

What is a dirigible? It's a gas filled airship that 
can be steered.

What is a flying club?
A group of people who 
fly for fun & hang out.

Where is Nikumaroro Island at? 4*S 174*W



Questions Solutions

Skim pp.39-41 and develop 3-4 questions and find the 
solutions / answers.



GHGR 2.3.5 - Wrap Up
• Using the article your teacher has given you 

complete this chart in your journal.

Type of Question Question Response / Answer

Explicit

Explict

Implicit

Implicit



Complete these sentence starters
• It is important to ask questions when I read 

because... 

• Of the questions I wrote, the most helpful was... 
because... 

• A few questions that I still have after reading are... 

• I might be able to find the answer to those 
questions by... 

• I think asking questions help me understand the 
text by...



Complete these sentence starters

• If I could interview my favorite author, I'd ask 
them... 

• When thinking of my favorite book, I think the 
author wrote it because... 

• I think_______________ might enjoy reading that 
book. 

• I think it's important to formulate questions that I'd 
like to ask the author because...


